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What Are You Waiting For?  

February 18, 2019 – Tampa, FL Why wait? Do you think your things will change without changing what 
you are doing? You MUST do something different, to get different results! Are you one of the many who 
are stressed out because you’re not doing what you want to/enjoy doing? What are you waiting for? 
Consider something new! 

LinktoEXPERT’s web portal is the prototype of doing business in the 21st century. It is accessible from 
anywhere, at any time, causing innovation to flow. The platform’s technology makes it easy to find experts, 
review their credentials, and hire them in minutes. The portal allows distributing experts’ insights, findings 
and solutions universally.  LinktoEXPERT encourages creativity among entrepreneurial executives and 
takes its role as a collaborative cloud community very seriously - empowering you to take your idea to 
market…fast, and with ease. LinktoEXPERT invests in green initiatives, introducing a unique database 
exchange program, and ever-expanding extreme exposure! Still want to wait? 

“Participating in many mastermind meetings, researching new avenues of doing business, and working with 
a team to design and develop the software with a magnitude of precise details to simplify innovation, 
required patience and persistence”, states Founder, Joanne Weiland. She continued to say, “LinktoEXPERT 
was created by examining the 5% of the population that implements their ideas, by reviewing decades of 
global alliances, as well as push/pull marketing campaigns.” 

Regardless if you want to find clients or have clients find you, you can create 181+ streams of income 
using the LinktoEXPERT web portal, converting your expertise into passive and residual income. Now, 
you too, can transform your vision into a business colossus fast and easy! Joint ventures are encouraged to 
bring your ideas to market fast. Our affiliate partnerships with executive organizations and the media allow 
you to be seen, be heard, and be known worldwide, with ease! 

Why wait to join a community that fosters fun while making expert connections that count? How do 
you think you’ll feel when you get to focus on what you do best and allow others to do the rest? 

About LinktoEXPERT - Since 2007 LinktoEXPERT makes it easy for EXPERTpreneurs to be seen 
consistently online, on stage, on social media and be heard frequently on radio and podcast interviews 
which results in being known as the trusted expert worldwide. Executives and business owners get to know 
the problems EXPERTpreneurs can solve for them and understand the outcome of working together before 
they hire each other. The collaborative cloud community streamlines the hiring process: easily review 
expert’s education, experience, and achievements in minutes. Results: everyone can focus on what they do 
best while simultaneously delegating projects to other service providers. Together we save time and energy, 
make more money (often additional streams of income) and elevate our reputations which results in 
securing new projects. 

 


